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ABSTRACT
Aim: to achieve a natural aesthetic outcome, function and stability using a minimally invasive, maximally
effective technique in a reasonable time period.
Summary: A 50-year-old female patient presented a tooth mobility of Grade II to III. She wished to have
a full arch fixed aesthetic restoration. After evaluation of the hard and soft tissue and minimally invasive
planning, the decision was made to modify the clinical approach and create a special protocol for best
aesthetic results. The treatment includes chairside and laboratory steps, such as aesthetic analysis,
impressions, a functional analysis, X-rays, CT, and evaluation of the hard and soft tissue, a mock-up of
the intended result and minimally invasive planning. The patient was happy with the desired outcome.
Key learning points:
1. Improved aesthetic results for full arch restorations are achieved by immediate implant placement,
immediate loading and platform switching.
2. Platform switching implant design, provisional and final abutment design, and paradigm shifts in
treatment approaches lead to superior aesthetic results.
3. Thorough evaluation and manipulation of the hard and soft tissue provide the desired aesthetic
outcome.
Keywords: aesthetic implantology, pink and white aesthetics, full arch restoration, inter-implant papilla
length, platform-switching.

1. Introduction
This case study demonstrates that new philosophies
concerning implant design, provisional and final
abutment design, as well as paradigm shifts
in treatment approaches, can lead to superior
aesthetic results. In full-arch implant-supported
restoration, immediate placement with immediate
loading has been well documented. The literature
shows a high success rate of 97% with this kind
of treatment in the mandible11-17 and of 96% in
the maxilla.18-20 Osseointegration of implants has
been achieved routinely and with a high degree of
success. Contemporary implant dentistry focuses
on aesthetic success aside from functional results.
One of the compromises in aesthetics in a situation
of adjacent implants is the short papilla between
two implants, where a maximum length of 3.5
mm can be achieved.1 This can be explained by
loss of the inter-implant bone. The advantages
of a platform-switched implant design regarding

bone and tissue stability are well documented in
literature.2-6 The resulting stability of the bone is
explained through the increased distance of the
micro-gap from the bone (a minimum of 0.45 mm
is adequate). Another way to preserve bone in the
long term is by selecting an implant design with
a micro-thread design at the collar. The positive
influence of the micro-thread design at the collar
of the implant has been biomechanically explained
by Steigenga et al.7 Bone is stronger when loaded
in compression, and 30% weaker when subjected
to tensile forces. During function, the shear forces
are transformed into small compression and
traction forces.
2. Papillary area
Another observed benefit of platform-switching is
the non-surgical increase in tissue volume in the
healing phase.
Additionally, Gargiulio 8 has demonstrated that the
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Figure 1. The platform-switching design of
the implants facilitated preservation of bone
at the collar and the gaining of supra-crestal fibres

Figure 2. Concave profile of the provisional
abutment.

Figure 3. Convex profile of the final individual
abutment

Figure 4. Narrow triangles between the final
crowns, restoring the physiological and aesthetic
contact points

higher the peri-implant soft tissue, the lower the
risk of bone loss in the process of increasing the
biological width.8
Through decreased bone loss and a resulting
reduction in bone instability, as well as increased
thickness of the tissue, more supra-crestal fibres
can be gained (Fig. 1).
Owing to this concept in designing the provisional
abutment, the final abutment and the crown, we
were able to manipulate the soft tissue and gain
an inter-implant papilla length comparable to the
length of the papilla between two natural teeth (5
mm).
3. Abutment
The running room for the provisional abutment

was concave (Fig. 2).9 After osseointegration, we
modified the running room to a straight or slightly
convex profile, especially approximally. The tissue
extended from 0.5 to 1 mm in the direction of
the contact point (Fig. 3). The final construction
followed the natural parameters of the interdental
contact points in the natural dentition, as defined
by Chu et al.10 Designing the interdental spaces
as narrow triangles with slight convexities, we
managed to guide this tissue by another 0.5 to 1
mm to the ideal contact point, and give the entire
construction a natural appearance (Fig. 4).
4. Clinical case
A 50-year-old patient presented a tooth mobility
of Grade II to III (Fig. 5). He wished to have his
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Figure 5. Periodontally damaged teeth, mobility
Grade II

Figure 6. Horizontal bone loss

Figure 8. PEEK abutments

Figure 7. Immediate implant placement with
immediate loading

Figure 10. Periodontally damaged teeth, mobility
Grade II

Figure 11. Situation after healing/osseointegration
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Figure 9. Provisional PEEK abutment with concave
running room

aesthetic restoration fixed. In cases such as this, an
alternative chairside and laboratory workflow can
guide our treatment.
The chairside workflow included an aesthetic
analysis, impressions, a functional analysis, X-rays,
CT, and evaluation of the hard and soft tissue
(Fig. 6). The treatment plan should be minimally
invasive, of maximum effectiveness and aim for
the best aesthetic results. This means immediate
implant placement and immediate loading (Fig. 7).
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Figure 12. After healing

Figure 13. Modification of the soft-tissue biotype
to a straight or slightly convex profile

Figure 14. Individually fabricated zirconia
abutments (LAVA) on a titanium base, with a
preparation limit of 0.5 mm below the gingival
margin

Figure 15. Individually fabricated zirconia CAD/
CAM abutments and IPS e-max lithium disilicate
(Ivoclar Vivadent) ceramic crowns

Figure 16. Manipulation of the soft tissue to
achieve the desired aesthetic outcome

Figure 18. Insertion of the abutments, allowing
one minute of compression

Figure 17. Aesthetic gingival outcome shown on
the model
At the laboratory, a mock-up of the intended
result was created. Afterwards, the mock-up was

discussed with the patient and tried in chairside.
At the next appointment, implant placement
using a provisional and surgical, aesthetic-driven
guide, fabricated by the laboratory in advance,
and immediate restoration followed the chairside
stage.
The implants were selected in order to allow
immediate loading. For immediate loading, an
implant’s features and insertion protocol have
to provide for high primary stability. Therefore,
self-cutting threads and a drilling protocol
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Figure 19. Positive effect on the length of the
papilla

Figure 20. Revascularisation after one minute

Figure 21. Crowns inserted

Figure 22. Situation after inserting the crowns

Figure 23. Restoration

Figure 25. Pleasing aesthetic outcome

Figure 24. Natural-looking outcome
for undersized implant site preparation were
necessary. Furthermore, the rough surface of the
implant shoulder and the micro-thread design at
the collar were important for long-term bone and
soft-tissue stability. Platform-switched provisional
abutments with concave running room and made
of PEEK (polyether ether ketone) were additional
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features that qualified the implant selected for im
mediate loading (Figs 8, 9).
Another important aspect covered the parameters
applied in the immediate loading of the implants
inserted in extraction sockets. Primary stability
was achieved with an insertion torque of 35 N
cm. About three quarters of the implant surface
should be covered by the host bone. The gap
between the implant and the buccal bone was
augmented to a maximum of 1.5 mm (Tarnow,
1997). Owing to these conditions, we were able
to insert immediate implants and to perform
immediate loading with a rigid fixed bridge (Figs
10-12). Individual abutments were CAD/CAM
fabricated from zirconia (LAVA, 3M ESPE) (Fig. 13).
Tooth reconstruction was employed to produce
the bridge (Figs 14-17).
Individually, the running room was modified to a
slightly convex or straight profile, so that the tissue
was shifted interdentally and another 0.5 to 1 mm
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was gained in papilla length. The convexities of
the crown contour at the gingival margin were
produced with respect to the harmony of the pink
and white aesthetics (Figs 18-22).
Symmetry, the golden proportion and the
individual demands of the patient were given
particular consideration (Figs 23-25).
5. Conclusion
The target of modern dentistry is the achievement
of a natural aesthetic outcome, function and
stability using a minimally invasive, maximally
effective technique and in a reasonable period.
The treatment method presented herein, with
the main aim of imitating or even improving the
natural dentition, has been used for 12 full-arch
cases over the last two years. In order to obtain the
natural gingival architecture between implants, we
adhere to the following:
1. immediate implant placement in perfect
implant position;
2. immediate loading of the implant under initial
stable conditions;

3. use of implant systems with a platformswitching design;
4. use of provisional abutments with a convex
profile;
5.use of provisional crowns with a flat profile;
6. use of final abutments with a slightly convex
profile to move the tissue gained into the
interdental space;
7. restoration of the natural proportion of the
interdental spaces and contact points; and
8. creation of narrow triangles, forming space for
the papillae.
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Questions
Which was not included in the treatment presented in this article?
q a. MRI;
q b. CT;
q c. X-ray;
q d. Functional analysis.

What tooth mobility did the patient have?
q a. Grade I;
q b. Grade II to III;
q c. Grade 0;
q d. None of the above.

What do the implant’s features and insertion need to provide for high primary
stability?
q a. Low primary stability;
q b. Medium primary stability;
q c. High primary stability;
q d. None of the above.

How much of the implant surface should be covered by bone?
q a. None;
q b. All;
q c. Three quarters;
q d. One fifth.
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